
ACCEL-O-FAC®WASTEWATER
TREATMENT SYSTEM
A Greener “Nature Based Solution”

Zero-to-Low Energy,
100% On-Site
Treatment
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£TRUE, LONG-TERM NO SLUDGE • NO ODOUR
ZERO-TO-LOW ENERGY

PEAK/STORM FLOW CONTROL
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BEFORE INSTALLATION AFTER INSTALLATION

ACCEL-O-FAC® wastewater treatment system is a proven green, highly sustainable, nature based
system for retrofit or new build applications. Based on the proven facultative biolo‐

gical process, the highly advanced Accel-o-Fac® reliably treats wastewater of all types providing extremely robust,
odour-free wastewater treatment with little operator attention or maintenance for truly sustainable, green, low carbon
footprint, 100% on-site total treatment producing effluent quality for discharge, reuse and/or irrigation.

A GREENER, NO-SLUDGE WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
Accel-o-Fac® offers a self-digesting sludge process that requires no pre-
screening, sedimentation tanks, clarifiers, sludge removal, dewatering,
chemicals or conditioning, and best of all, Accel-o-Fac® requires no routine
sludge disposal or the associated lorry tanker traffic in and out of the treat-
ment plant. The secret to unlocking the maximum potential of the facultat-
ive biological process is the maintenance and optimisation of the critical
layering or zoning of the three biological areas— aerobic, facultative and
anaerobic (see diagram on next page). The Accel-o-Fac® system uses the
unique SERIES 3 aerator/mixers to establish, optimise and maintain this
necessary layering for superior optimised treatment performance. This also
ensures that all solids fall out undisturbed into a “capped” anaerobic zone
for complete digestion at the bottom of the primary treatment cell.

EXTREMELY LOW CAPEX, OPEX AND CARBON FOOTPRINT
Another advantage of Accel-o-Fac® is the extremely low operating cost and
truly low carbon footprint. Gurney Environmental is unique in its use of a
fully biological process along with zero-to-low energy wind powered aerator
/mixers. Overall the system can operate at anywhere from 80-95% less than
typical activated sludge systems— a significantly greener approach.

The wind powered SERIES 3 units have been extensively proven in both
municipal and industrial wastewater treatment and other applications. For
decades these units have been used to resolve extremely problematic

lagoon-based (WSPs) WwTPs by improving effluent, eliminating odour,
disinfecting and cutting energy and other costs.

NO ODOUR ALLOWS EASIER WwTP PLACEMENT
Water industry personnel are routinely amazed by the lack of odour at
Accel-o-Fac® WwTPs. Many remark that it is hard to believe that they
are actually at a sewage treatment plant! For years Gurney Environ-
mental has had an enviable reputation for its ability to solve severe
odour problems associated with existing treatment plants.

EXTRAORDINARY FLOW/LOAD FLEXIBILITY
Seldom does a wastewater treatment plant see exactly
the same flows or loadings throughout its lifetime or
even during various parts of a day, week, month or
year. Whether from tourism, storm water infiltra-
tion and flows/CSOs, local industry, growth or
other issues, flows and loads vary at many facil-
ities. This is where Accel-o-Fac® really shines
with the ability to automatically self adjust.

WIND
POWERED

GWMWater’s Donald, Australia WwTP
Dramatic Turnaround of Serious Conditions

Anglian Water’s Saltfleetby WwTP
Zero-to-Low Energy Costs, No CSOs

HANDLES
STORM
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ACCEL-O-FAC®

RESOLVES COMMON
WSP CRITICAL ISSUES
For over 4 decades, Accel-o-Fac® has
been used to resolve extreme problems
plaguing countless municipal and
industrial WSPs/lagoons. The system is a
cost-effective, green method to assure
high levels of treatment with the least
operator attention and ongoing operating
costs. Overall, Accel-o-Fac® offers an
extremely low total life cost and true
long-term sustainability as compared to
other options and systems.

1 100% CONTROL OF ODOUR.
The anaerobic digestion process

creates methane, hydrogen sulphide,
ammonia and other objectionable gases.
An oxygen-rich environment in the upper
strata strips these noxious gases
eliminating escape to the atmosphere.

2 CONTROLS SURFACE FATS,
OILS AND GREASE.

Fats, oils and grease migrate to the
surface, thereby increasing surface
tension and decreasing atmospheric
oxygen absorption, whilst also blocking
sunlight and photosynthetic oxygen
production.

3 ELIMINATES THERMAL AND
CHEMICAL STRATIFICATION.

Impoundments – especially deeper ones
– can experience stratification, thus
blocking oxygen from migrating through
the thermocline to the lower depths for
processing and odour control.

4 ELIMINATES OVERLY
AGGRESSIVE AERATION.

Aggressive surface aeration is often used
to address WSP problems. However, the
high operating costs are further
exasperated by the destruction of the
critical biological layering. Additionally,
solids are put into suspension, thereby
creating additional oxygen demand as
opposed to employing the anaerobic
process when solids are allowed to
settle. Gentle mix avoids solids carry-
through to the secondary stage.

5MAINTAINS REQUIRED
CRITICAL 3-ZONES.

For proper, robust and reliable
performance, a primary facultative
treatment cell must have 3 distinct
zones: a) a strong, oxygen-rich
aerobic upper zone; b) a thin
facultative bacteria zone at the
sludge/water interface; c) an
undisturbed anaerobic sludge
digestion zone at the bottom.
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FAST CONSTRUCTION requires less
time, less concrete and costs less to
build. Simple cut-and-fill earthen work
is used to create the Accel-o-Fac®
geomembrane-lined basins, requiring
little if any hauling of fill. The WwTP is
visually pleasing, quiet and creates no
odour issues for nearby built-up areas.
No sludge eliminates lorry movements.

SOUTH GIPPSLAND WATER’S
ENERGY SAVINGS “Adding the
Accel-o-Fac® system to South Gipps‐
land Water treatment cells where tradi‐
tional surface aeration was previously
used allowed the corporation to signi‐
ficantly reduce energy use. The
savings in kWh are excellent with one
application saving 72% in energy com‐
pared to the previous year.”

Brett Vurlow, South Gippsland Water,
Victoria, Australia

FLEXIBILITY Accel-o-Fac®
can be design‐

ed to automatically accommodate any‐
where from zero flows up to almost
unlimited flows — all unattended. Shock or
spike loads have little effect under most
circumstances making Accel-o-Fac® ideal
for tourism areas, developments with planned growth, areas with large
storm water fluctuations/CSOs or industrial users.

Daily and annual operating costs directly affect the long-term sustainability of a WwTP.
Accel-o-Fac® offers a lower initial construction cost, lower CAPEX and a considerably lower OPEX
plus no sludge or odour to worry about. Accel-o-Fac® removes the concerns regarding sludge hand-
ling costs and both current and future regulations, as well as the dilemma of how to dramatically
reduce the cost of providing wastewater treatment to the public and industry. Accel-o-Fac® provides
high quality treatment at the lowest possible cost per-treated-cubic metre to the public.

DRAMATICALLY CUTTING THE CARBON FOOTPRINT — A GREENER OPTION
Highly specialised equipment provides aeration, mix, processing “acceleration”
and overall biochemical optimisation using free wind power (often even elimin-
ating the need for a power supply as well as ongoing energy costs), and offers
additional important advantages. Rather than focusing solely on the addition of
oxygen (an important, but not the sole part of the solution in facultative pro-
cesses), the Accel-o-Fac® treatment system addresses a multitude of process
limitations inherent in typical facultative systems whilst improving typ-
ical residual DO levels as well. The windpowered aerator/mixers are
capable of withstanding extreme wastewater applications, operating
with winds as light 6-8 kph, and automatically reverting to an
optional 0.55 kW motor in lighter winds. For most applications,
winds over 7 kph are required only 65-70% of the time for a zero-
energy system.

In effect, the Accel-o-Fac® treatment system employs a non-tradi-
tional method of aeration, as well as correcting other com-
mon and critical WSP process problems that are just as
serious and process limiting. More importantly, it does
so with zero or very low total operating costs. Whilst
the Accel-o-Fac® system does not employ tradi-
tional mechanical aeration techniques, the
well documented and time-proven ability of
the system to maintain high DO levels
required for processing and odour
control in highly loaded primary cells
when used as recommended has
predictably and reliably solved
problems for over 40 years in both
industrial and municipal
wastewater applications.

National Water Commission’s Harbor View, JamaicaWwTP
A Pure, Natural, Renewable Energy Powered System

City of Nelson, New Zealand WwTP

South Gippsland Water’s Toora, Australia WwTP
Reduces Previous Energy Costs

Kruger National Park, South Africa WwTP



INFLUENT
OVERLOADING

UNDERLOADED
AREAS

SHORT CIRCUITING &
NON-UNIFORM LOADING

BETTER OVERALL REDUCTION RATES THROUGH
BETTER UTILISATION OF ENTIRE CELL

SIGNIFICANT OPEX & CAPEX
SAVINGS = LOWER TOTEX

Influent zones are typically overloaded beyond the available oxygen, thus shutting down
both aerobic processing and odour control. Sludge will then accumulate in that zone
exasperating the problems. Meanwhile, vast areas of the treatment cell are significantly
underloaded due to poor dispersion of the waste load. Often waste short-circuits to the
effluent structure, thereby significantly reducing required retention times. The larger the
wastewater containment cell or pond, the more it will suffer from uneven loading and
short-circuiting. Accel-o-Fac’s® strategically placed SERIES 3 units constantly and
efficiently spread the loading uniformly and stops short-circuiting. Increasing the true
retention time within the cells alone will boost reduction rates versus typical WSPs.

Accel-o-Fac’s® well-proven, green “Nature Based Solution” facultative biological
process is stable and robust, but at a significantly lower carbon footprint,
thereby affording flexible and stable performance. Accel-o-Fac® can reliably
handle all types of municipal and industrial wastewater, delivering superior,
more stabilised effluent for either discharge or highly desirable water reuse.
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READ MORE about Accel-o-Fac®
and Aero-Fac® installations in our
CLEAN WATER publications at

GurneyEnvironmental.com/CleanWater

Accelerated
& Optimised

Performance by
Eliminating

Common
Problems



COMPARE WITH
OTHER OPTIONS

ADD TSS/ALGAE CONTROL

Activated
Sludge SBR

Stormwater Buffering Tanks/CSOs
Eliminated ✔ ✗ ✗

Shock Loads Eliminated ✔ ✗ ✗
Prescreening Equipment Not Required ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Energy Cost for Oxygen Demand ✔ ✗ ✗
No Additional Aeration HP Required for Mix ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Monitoring of Return Sludge ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Clarifiers ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Sludge Extraction/Conditioning ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Dewatering Equipment & Labor ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Sludge Disposal, Handling, Regs ✔ ✗ ✗
Significantly Less Consumables/Chemicals ✔ ✗ ✗
Reduced Operator Attention/Expertise ✔ ✗ ✗
Annual Maintenance Cost Est. (for 4,000 m3) £532/yr ??? ???

Titanium Transducer

ULTRASONICMANAGEMENT
The TYTAN® Titanium Algae Management System is a
broadband frequency device designed to transmit ultra‐
sound directly through the water, with an exposed
titanium face that cleans itself during operation. This
design means that maintenance is minimal, which is im‐
portant in situations where contact with water is hazard‐
ous such as sewage treatment lagoons.

The TYTAN® system
covers all frequen‐
cies to address a
range of algal spe‐
cies and does so
without requiring
reprogramming for
different algal
species as some
other systems do.

The TYTAN® has a wide range of
applications from open waters, irrigation
lakes, canals, reservoirs, drinking water
systems, sewage treatment lagoons, wet‐
land polishing systems, natural swimming
pools, biofilm control and antifouling of
boat hulls in marinas.
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
The system is truly de‐
signed and manufactured
to “industrial quality”
standards for tough in‐
dustrial applications, and
is manufactured of ti‐
tanium and stainless steel.
Covering a maximum line-of-
sight area of about 21 hectares.

Sample DO in Windpowered Accel-o-Fac
®

System Primary Treatment Cell, Toora, Australia
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Combined Sewer Overflows
Are Contained Without Operator
Intervention or Significant Cost

Combined sewer systems collect rainwater
runoff, domestic sewage and industrial
wastewater in the same pipe. Most of the
time, combined sewer systems transport
wastewater to a sewage treatment plant
where it is treated and then safely dis‐
charged to a water body — if flows stay
within the daily capacity of the WwTP!
However, during periods of heavy rainfall or
snowmelt, the wastewater volume in a
combined sewer system can exceed the
capacity of the treatment plant. For this
reason, combined sewer systems are de‐
signed to occasionally overflow and dis‐
charge excess wastewater directly to
nearby streams, rivers, or other water bod‐
ies. These overflows, called combined
sewer overflows (CSOs), contain not only
storm water but also untreated human and
industrial waste, toxic materials, and debris.

The “secret” to Accel-o-Fac’s® capability to handle dramatic flow/load
variations is the essential design. Uniquely, Accel-o-Fac® can operate
with virtually no load for extended periods whilst also having the ability
to suddenly/instantly handle much larger flow/loads. Accel-o-Fac® cells
are designed to handle the maximum average flow/load over a 30-50 day
period, but can automatically without operator intervention revert to low-
to-zero flow/loads without any loss of performance.
The Accel-o-Fac® facultative biological process has decades of well-proven
performance and is considerably more stable and robust under varying flow/
load conditions, thereby affording more flexible and stable performance over
the years. A truly sustainable, lower carbon footprint option!

Accel-o-Fac® is uniquely designed to handle
peak flow and loads automatically without operator

intervention, and do so utilising green renewable energy
(wind power) for optimisation and aeration. Whether

peaks are from tourism, storm events, industrial flow
variations or population growth, Accel-o-Fac®uniquely automatically
handles the changes without excess costs or intervention.

By design both the primary and secondary treatment cells in an Accel-o-
Fac® system are designed for 30-50 days of retention, thereby buffering any
typical 3 or 6x storm surge or other peak flow/load event. The windpowered
aeration units provide the necessary aeration and optimised biological
conditions for full treatment, but do so without any significant ongoing
cost, maintenance or increased carbon footprint.

30-50 DAY BUFFER

ACTIVATED SLUDGE SYSTEMS
Typical retention times are 5-14 hours in conventional units rising to 24-72 in low rate systems.

Small Accel-o-Fac® System

Holkham Hall, Village & Hotel WwTP
Totally Green Windpowered System

Built-In Storm Protection Handles 14x DWF

HANDLES

14x
DWF

Anglian Water’s Saltfleetby WwTP
Automatically Adjusts and Prevents
All Storm Overflows With No CSOs



Highly stabilised effluent from the Holkham
Accel-o-Fac® wwtp has proven ideal for
nearby irrigation needs during dry spells.

IRRIGATION QUALITY

For 15+ years, The Holkham Accel-o-Fac®

wwtp has operated odour-free in close
proximity to neighboring population.

TOTAL ODOUR CONTROL

The Accel-o-Fac® primary cell has operated
for 15+ years with zero sludge removal,
regulation or handling, thus lowering O&M.

TOTAL SLUDGE DIGESTION

16+ Years Adjacent to Housing With No Odour,
No Noise, No Sludge Handling and Little Energy Costs.

Holkham Village, Estate and local Inn have enjoyed an amazingly simplified WwTP.

Selecting The Best “Total Life” Options
The Accel-o-Fac® wastewater treatment plant serves
Holkham Estate, the Victoria Inn and the village at
Holkham in Norfolk and has been treating sewage
since the spring of 2006 with almost no significant
ongoing operating costs!

The Holkham Estate, owned by the Earl of Leicester,
is very popular with tourists visiting this part of the
country. Previously, the village had been served by
septic tanks requiring regular emptying. The Estate
had been presented a choice of either sending the

sewage to the nearby water company’s treatment
works via pipeline, remain on septic tanks or treat
their own wastewater. The appeal of the unique,
green Gurney Environmental Accel-o-Fac® solution
was low energy, no sludge or odour, and effluent wa-
ter of a quality appropriate for either discharge or
irrigation reuse on the Estate.

Simple, Low Maintenance Operation
After careful consideration of options, the Estate
elected to use the Accel-o-Fac® windpowered system
from Gurney Environmental to keep ongoing opera-
ting and total lifetime expenses (TOTEX) at a mini-
mum. The plant also includes a simple Septic
Reception Station to accommodate septic tanks from
the Estate. All septage and solids are transferred to
the new Accel-o-Fac® primary cell for treatment and
digestion of the sludge. The system is simple, odour
free and inexpensive to operate. Truly sustainable!

One of the key benefits of the system for Holkham
was the need for very little operator attention. There
has been almost nothing for an operator to do at the
plant this last 16+ years short of mowing the grass
in the summer. Equipment maintenance includes
inspections every 3-4 months. Not much else is
required, making the operator’s job truly part time!

Stephen Twyford from the Estate’s Land & Property
Department commented:

“The installation of the Accel-o-Fac® sewage treat-
ment system at Holkham in 2006 enforced our
ethos of becoming an environmentally
sustainable Estate and Community.

“The system continues to provide a low cost and
low maintenance solution to wastewater treat-
ment for Holkham Village with additional
capacity for any needed future increase. The
fact that there is no associated sewage odours
meant that the system could be located relati-
vely near to the village, and, after 15 years of
use, no sludge removal has been needed.”

Water Re-use Possibilities. Recycling.
There was another advantage to this option. By
providing a superior, already disinfected, more sta-
bilised effluent, the Accel-o-Fac® system provides
irrigation quality water at an extraordinarily low
cost, especially desirable for dryer periods.

The Holkham system underscores the sustainability
of Gurney Environmental municipal and industrial
wastewater treatment systems for the UK and other
markets. Elimination of sludge lorries, zero-to-low
energy usage, little manpower required, few mechan-
icals involved, low carbon footprint — all spells a
time-tested, environmentally conscious, Nature
Based Solution and truly sustainable
method for treatment of
wastewater.�

North Sea

Norfolk

Those homes or businesses still on septic tanks have their
solids hauled to the Accel-o-Fac® WwTP for disposal.

Holkham Hall & Estate in Norfolk, UK
Septic Reception Station

CASE
STUDY
LONG-TERM

HANDLES

14x
DWF



Aero-Fac®, PTS®&SDS®Wastewater
Treatment Systems

Accel-o-Fac® Wastewater
Treatment System

Nitro-Fac® Ammonia Removal System
SERIES 3 Wind/Electric Aerator/Mixer

SERIES 5 ‘Tarantula’ Electric Surface
Aerator/Mixer

WEARS ResMix Mixing System ‘Source
Management’ for Reservoirs

WEARS Resmix Vital for Covered
Reservoirs

Environetics Covers, Baffles and Walls

TYTAN® Algae Management System

Water and Wastewater Treatment Systems
available from Gurney Environmental

48 Bergen Way, North Lynn Industrial Estate
King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE30 2JG UK

T: +44-1553-776202
E: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com • W: GurneyEnvironmental.com

Accel-o-Fac® utilises multiple cells in
series. Each cell or stage reduces BOD by
approximately 80-85% (water temperature
and time dependent). Parallel trains
provide for a modular approach to accom‐
modate larger flows with complete and
predictable scalability. Cells are a minimum
of about 1.8m deep, although deeper is
better, length-to-width of about 2:1. Cells
incorporate the strategically placed wind-
powered or wind/electric SERIES 3 Aerator
/Mixers, the quantity and position being
application dependent and determined by
Gurney Environmental. In areas where
wind is very low a majority of the time, the
wind-powered units can be equipped with
low-wind-activated 0.5 kW auxiliary
motors.

DESIGN CALCULATIONS:
Facultative processing is time and temper‐
ature dependent. Organic loading (kgs of
BOD per surface ha) is the other critical
calculation and is dependent upon the
WwTP’s geographic location.

Our Process Engineering Department can
provide specific design information based
on your data, location and treatment
needs. Performance is based on a design
model developed from experience accu‐
mulated over the past 40+ years.

LOADING RATES:
Typically 2-2.5 times the area’s normal
non-aerated facultative primary cell(s)
loading, based on climate, in kg of
BOD/ha/day and based on the US-
EPA and Ten States Standards for
loading, with proper detention and
other factors taken into account.

LAND AREA:
With the ability to load the primary cell
at over double the normal non-aerated
rate, the size of the cells can be signific‐
antly reduced. In some cases, higher load‐
ing rates will allow for a compact footprint.
Please inquire for preliminary estimate.

DETENTION TIME:
Varies depending on application, desired
reductions & climate.

DEPTH:
1.8-6.0 m, with deeper cells offering sev‐
eral advantages.

HORSEPOWER:
None required except when motor kits are
specified. (See separate Motor Kit info.)
For most applications, winds over 7 kph

are required only 65-70% of the time for a
zero-energy system.

NOTE:
The Accel-o-Fac® wastewater treatment
system is not by definition a traditional
“partial mix”, aerated, activated sludge
nor an extended aeration process, and
those design parameters should not be
used. If a fully aerated system is desired
or required, see separate Aero-Fac® sys‐
tem information.

For precise sizing, Gurney Environmental
will use project-specific temperature val‐
ues for summer and winter operation, el‐
evation of site, alphas and betas and
other proprietary design considerations
for each project.

National Water Commission’s
Greater Portmore, Jamaica WwTP

Under Construction
150 PE, UK WwTP

Domestic Wastewater
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